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There is never a dull moment in the life of a 
cluster – particularly in the automotive sector!!! 
Since my last column there has been a number 
of significant developments for the NEAA. 

At the end of December 2020 Eddie Leng retired. 
Eddie joined the team in May 2015 and brought 
with him a vast amount of knowledge and 
experience, particularly around skills and business 
support. He was fundamental to the early growth 
and expansion of the NEAA network and has 
been instrumental in the NEAA’s success to date. 
However, the NEAA is one part of Eddie’s illustrious career, which has seen 27 years in 
the automotive sector alone. Throughout that career it is clear to me that there is one 
golden thread – his drive to make positive impacts on people’s lives. Eddie will be a loss 
to the NEAA, but I wish him all the best in his retirement.

Also, after 6 happy years at RTC North the NEAA moved to a new “virtual” home 
at the Washington Business Centre. The team are now all home-based but once 
some form of normality resumes, we will be back on the road meeting face-to-face 
with members. At the same time, we have moved our accountancy function from 
RTC North to the SME Centre of Excellence. I’d like to thank Jamie Ollivere and the 
team at RTC North for all their support during our formative years and look forward to 
working with Ammar Mirza CBE and the team at the SME Centre of Excellence.

Aligned to this, and in line with our changing needs, we have invested in a new 
information system to streamline business operations, improve insight, and increase 
value added activities. Our journey with Zeynel and ZEST I/O has been great, the 
process we have been through has provided valuable insight into the business, the 
challenges we face and the opportunities for improvement. We have now started our 
digital journey and implemented a new CRM/Accounts/Timesheet system. 

This month, we welcome Julia Bell to the NEAA team. As the Business Administrator Julia 
will provide administrative support and undertake daily bookkeeping activities. Julia has 
extensive experience in this field and will be a great addition to the NEAA team.

The past year has been challenging. Like many businesses, the NEAA has faced 
significant financial challenges and has had to adapt its business strategy accordingly. 
Concurrently, as a cluster organisation our workload increases during times of crisis. I have to 
say that the team have done a fantastic job in adapting our membership support to deliver 
against members changing needs. These include the Covid Emergency Response Group, 
the organisation and delivery of 125 webinars, including our monthly Virtual NEtwork and the 
highly successful virtual Meet the Buyer, ongoing industry representation to policy discussions 
and working groups, the delivery of Government sponsored covid recovery programmes 
and expanding our international reach through the European Automotive Cluster Alliance. 

As a region we are well placed to capitalise on the advancements within the automotive 
sector. The North East is second to none in vehicle electrification, a fact enhanced with 
the Britishvolt announcement in December, and we continue to lead the development 
of zero emission automated logistics thanks to the NEAA-led 5G CAL project.

Looking forward, the North East Automotive Expo will return on 30th September 2021. 
Early demand demonstrates the eagerness across the sector to get back together. I 
look forward to seeing you all again over the coming months.

Paul Butler / CEO / NEAA

CEO CORNER
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The North East Automotive Expo will 
return to its home at the Beacon of Light, 
Sunderland on Thursday 30th September, 
promising to drive growth and provide a 
much-needed platform to reconnect the 
region’s automotive sector.

The Expo, which was cancelled last year due to the on-going 
pandemic, will see a number of experts take to the stage, 
including keynote speaker Britishvolt. The event, which will have 
in excess of 120 stands, will include insights into the latest industry 
trends, meet the buyer opportunities, interactive features and key 
activities designed to meet business needs.

The flagship exhibition, which is returning for a sixth year, will 
connect suppliers and technology providers face-to-face with 
the automotive community, to facilitate business and knowledge 
exchange on the show floor. Its aim is to provide mechanisms 
to support business recovery and expansion as the country 
navigates its way out of the pandemic.

Ben Kilbey, chief communications officer, Britishvolt, said: 
“Britishvolt look forward to being part of this live event, where 
people can meet and interact, in accordance with government 
guidelines. Having previously worked with the NEAA on a remote 
supplier outreach initiative, which was a huge success, it will 
be excellent to get the human touch and really embed the 
Britishvolt narrative and its importance to the local and national 
economy.”

The Expo has attracted a number of leading sponsors including 
headline sponsor, Sunderland City Council, partner sponsors, 
Invest South Tyneside, NA College and Advanced Electric 
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Machines, along with additional sponsorship from ThinkPrime, 
Invest North East England, Masfix and Ekobox, CMYK and Horizon 
Works, and support from Advance Northumberland.

Paul Butler, chief executive officer at North East Automotive 
Alliance, said: “After a challenging period for many of our 
members and the wider supply chain, the welcome return of the 
region’s flagship annual automotive and networking event is a 
much-needed boost. Not only will it help the sector get back to 
face-to-face business, it will also celebrate the resilience of the 
businesses within it and provide conviction that business is starting 
to return to a more normal way of operating. 

“The Expo has historically attracted a fantastic mix of delegates 
from OEMs, buyers and manufacturers to technology and service 
providers, as well as investors and government representatives. 
This year Britishvolt will feature as our keynote speaker and there 
will be a big focus on future technology and electrification, as 
we move towards our 2050 net zero target.

“I am thankful that the Expo has already attracted a wealth of 
sponsors from some fantastic regional and national companies who 
are working with us to ensure we deliver a great come-back event.” 

The safety of colleagues, partners, exhibitors and delegates remains 
NEAA’s number one priority. A number of changes are being 
introduced including changes to the exhibition floor layout to allow 
for safer movement of people and social distancing. Working in 
line with Government advice, relevant authorities, the venue and 
key contractors, the NEAA will ensure all necessary precautions are 
taken and will keep attendees informed throughout.

To book a place at the expo visit 
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/north-east-automotive-expo-2021-
tickets-153608698753

NEAA FLAGSHIP AUTOMOTIVE EXPO 
TO RETURN IN SEPTEMBER
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The region’s SMEs have 
been given the opportunity 
to race ahead in the 
rapidly emerging electric 
vehicle sector, by taking 
part in a fully funded 
programme, designed by 
the NEAA and Supply Chain 
North East.

The Electrification Supplier Readiness 
programme was developed following 
the hugely successful meet the buyer 
event in February with Britshvolt as 
keynote speaker and a Britishvolt Supplier 
Outreach event in March, that attracted 
over 450 attendees.

In response to the rapidly evolving 
electrification sector, the Electrification 
Supplier Readiness programme worked 
with organisations new to the sector as 
well as those who wanted to learn more 
about how they can supply into it or grow 
in this market. 

The programme provided an insight 
into the world of electrification, looking 

HELPING SMES CAPITALISE ON THE 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE GLOBAL MEGA 
TREND

at the electric vehicle landscape and 
infrastructure, regional and national 
supply chain opportunities, new 
standards, and practical advice about 
implementation. 

The programme included a five-hour 
Electrification Supplier Readiness 
Event working with the Department for 
International Trade, Newcastle University 
and the Advanced Propulsion Centre 
UK. In addition, SMEs took part in a 
further five-hour workshop on Automotive 
Supplier Standards and Requirements, 
which was delivered by Absolute Quality 
Consultancy & Training.

Paul Butler, NEAA chief executive, said: 
“North East firms are in prime position 
to capitalise on the electric vehicle 
revolution, with the region being home to 
Europe’s most successful electric vehicle, 
the Nissan Leaf, Europe’s first Gigafactory, 
Envision AESC and the newly announced 
Britishvolt, one of the UK’s largest ever 
industrial investments.

“The NEAA is committed to ensuring the 
region remains at the forefront of vehicle 
electrification. The phenomenal interest 

generated by the keynote address by 
Britishvolt at our virtual meet-the-buyer 
event and the subsequent Britishvolt 
supplier outreach event, was a clear 
indication that SMEs are eager to 
understand the market opportunity and 
how they can position themselves to take 
advantage of this rapidly expanding 
sector, which is thriving, right here, in the 
North East.

“This led to the development of the 
Electrification Supplier Readiness 
programme and I am delighted to 
hear this has provided companies 
with valuable information, advice and 
guidance that will help them move 
forward in this sector.”

Supply Chain North East is a multi-million-
pound programme aimed at helping 
North East businesses grow, diversify 
and unlock new market opportunities. 
It provides industry insight and sector 
knowledge on the UK and international 
supply chains, giving businesses tailored, 
specialist advice in areas including sales 
and marketing, digital transformation, 
accreditation and compliance.

NEAA NEWS
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Following an increase in members looking to 
start exporting, enhance their international 
presence and engage with the NEAA 
Trade Group, the NEAA has been chosen 
to deliver a fully funded Peer Networks 
programme trial for international trade. 

Peer Networks are part of the Government’s Covid recovery 
plan and give businesses the opportunity to come together and 
learn with, and from, peers who are experiencing similar issues.

The Peer Networks programme, funded by the North East Local 

Enterprise Partnership (NELEP), will connect North East businesses 
with other businesses operating within their sector. 

Through the established Trade Group, the NEAA plans to bring 
together like-minded businesses within the working group to 
support them with Covid recovery, along with international 
strategy development and knowledge transfer in relation to 
international automotive opportunities. 

The programme will be open to eligible SMEs based in the NELEP 
region. For more information, please contact Rohan Kohli, NEAA 
Project Manager on rkohli@northeastautomotivealliance.com

NEAA IS AWARDED TRADE PEER 
NETWORKS TRIAL

A number of exciting changes are taking 
place at the NEAA including a new member 
of the team, a change of postal address and 
permanent home-based working.

The Covid pandemic has challenged a new way of working for 
many businesses and with this in mind, the NEAA team will now be 
home-based. This means the team will be out on the road visiting 
members at their sites and offices as much as required, combined 
with day-to-day duties remotely. Face-to-face networking events 
will restart when appropriate and the delivery of these will take 
place across the region at various accessible locations. 

In addition to this, the NEAA has now moved its postal address 
from RTC North to the Washington Business Centre. The Washington 
Business Centre provides first-class office and conference facilities 
that can be used on an as-need basis and are ideally located near 
to member sites. This overall approach ensures the NEAA can be 
as agile as possible when supporting companies across the region.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AT NEAA
Lastly, it is important to share the following personnel changes at 
the NEAA.
• Eddie Leng, Project Manager, has now retired. The team are in 
 the process of managing his member accounts.
• Julia Bell, Business Administrator, will join the NEAA in June and 
 will support the team with administration and bookkeeping.

NEAA team members should be contacted using the email and 
mobile details below.

Paul Butler pbutler@northeastautomotivealliance.com
+44 752 527 7309
Laura Gage lgage@northeastautomotivealliance.com
+44 770 381 9228
Rohan Kohli rkohli@northeastautomotivealliance.com
+44 784 132 4323
Stuart McGivern smcgivern@northeastautomotivealliance.com
+44 779 530 1392
Julia Bell jbell@northeastautomotivealliance.com
+44 770 381 9229
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PROVIDING 
BUSINESSES WITH 
A ROAD MAP 
TO SUCCESSFUL 
GROWTH 
Specialist diagnostic tool, 
GROWTHmapper®, is being offered to 
businesses in the region to help steer their 
recovery and growth.

GROWTHmapper® is a proven SME business diagnostic tool, created 
and developed by Oxford Innovation Services. It consolidates 25 
years’ experience of nurturing successful high growth businesses. 

Over the last ten years alone, it has been used by 30,000 firms 
on national and regional business support programmes and 
underpins the development of their plans that have led to 
positive changes and business growth. The diagnostic has 
recently undergone further development to support specific 
issues that have arisen during the pandemic.

The NEAA, which has been working closely with the North East 
Growth Hub to offer a specialist diagnostic to automotive supply 
chain companies to assess the impact of COVID-19 and assist 
recovery, will offer eligible businesses the assessment for free.

Successful applicants will use the tool to gather information 
about six key areas, including cash-flow, finance, market, 
demand capability, human resources and personal resilience, 
to minimise risk and support effective management and 
recovery planning. The assessment can be completed remotely 
and takes approximately 15 minutes. The results provide a 
comprehensive report and action plan, allowing businesses 
to assess immediate needs, identify key priorities and highlight 
tactical approaches to creating stability.

Paul Butler, chief executive of the North East Automotive 
Alliance, said: “We are fully committed to supporting businesses 
within our cluster throughout the pandemic and we have a 
track record of doing just that. 

“The GROWTHmapper will allow us to continue supporting 
organisations in the region, as they look to create a strategy for 
post COVID growth.

“The impact COVID-19 has had on business is immeasurable 
and the effects will continue to ripple for some time. It is essential 
that organisations take stock, assess any weaknesses and 
create stability. This is imperative and of the utmost importance 
for recovery and growth.”

Lorraine McGill, operations director, Bowe Digital Ltd, who 
have undertaken the GROWTHmapper® diagnostic, said: “I had 
the opportunity to go through the GROWTHmapper process. 
There were lots of questions about the business and you, as an 
individual. To get the best out of it you need to be very honest 
and detailed with your answers.

“The results were shared with me in a one-to-one session with my 
North East Automotive Alliance partner and I found the whole 
process very useful and informative. Following the feedback, 
suggestions and initiatives were put to me that have helped 
strengthen Bowe Digital. I would thoroughly recommend any 
business to use the tool to highlight areas of weakness and to 
develop a strategy for strong growth.”

Colin Bell, business growth director at the North East Local 
Enterprise Partnership, said: “After reacting to the initial shock of 
the coronavirus pandemic in 2020, businesses are now looking 
ahead to their recovery.

“GROWTHmapper is a diagnostic tool that provides businesses 
with a practical list of actions to help them assess the current 
health of their business, and importantly, plan for their future. 

“Small businesses have been forced to put all their resources 
into responding to the changes brought about by COVID-19 
and the UK’s exit from the EU. GROWTHmapper offers them the 
chance to take stock of where they are, gain a holistic view of 
the business and then make informed decisions about how they 
begin their recovery and continue their growth journey.”

If you would like to further explore the benefits that can be 
obtained from a GROWTHmapper® diagnostic, please contact 
Stuart McGivern, NEAA Project Manager on: 
smcgivern@northeastautomotivealliance.com

NEAA NEWS
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LOGISTICS COMPANY WITH GLOBAL 
NETWORKS HELPS TIME-CRITICAL SHIPMENT

MEMBER COLLABORATION

ThinkPrime was able to call on its experience 
and operating procedures with HM Customs 
to speed up a parts delivery for GT Group 
which was held at customs.

Background
ThinkPrime, a global logistics company with a UK base in 
Newcastle, are proud members of the NEAA and actively 
participate within the NEAA Trade Group. GT Group, who develop 
and supply world-class products to the automotive sector, are also 
an NEAA member. The company reached out the NEAA when 
they were facing delays to a time-critical shipment from China.

Having a solid understanding of ThinkPrime’s service and capability 
offering, NEAA Account Manager and Trade Lead, Rohan Kohli, 
was able to connect the two businesses together.

Approach and Solution
Although ThinkPrime did not carry out the urgent shipment from 
China through to GT Group’s plant in Peterlee in the North East of 
England, they acted on GT Group’s behalf with HM customs to see 
why goods were held at London Heathrow and where customs 
clearance could be expedited.

ThinkPrime were able to utilise their management and operating 
procedures with HM Customs to provide some additional 
information on why GT Group’s important parts were held. As a 
result of ThinkPrime’s pro-activeness and checking with various 
custom units, this meant the shipment was eventually released for 
delivery.

Outcome and Advantage
• ThinkPrime was able to lean on experience and processes 
 to help a fellow member of the NEAA.
• GT Group was able to continue production for its
 customer as a result of ThinkPrime’s intervention.

• ThinkPrime has since handled a number of GT Group’s
 urgent and time-critical deliveries from China, Europe
 and the USA.
• This NEAA introduction has proved advantageous for
 both members and has initiated a continued working
 relationship when needed through ThinkPrime’s offices
 in the UK and ASEAN region.

Testimonials 
“We had a parts delivery from China by sea freight which was 
advised as delayed so we had to air freight parts from China to 
ensure we kept our customers production running. The air freight 
parts were delayed by customs in Heathrow and our carrier 
was struggling to get any information on when parts would be 
released. Via the NEAA Trade Group, we were advised to talk 
to ThinkPrime who immediately tried to support us in getting the 
parts released. They were very helpful and gave us many contact 
options. Eventual we got the parts released and through this we 
gained ThinkPrime as another option for Speed Freight and have 
since used them again. They are easy to work with and keep you 
informed all the way.”
Tim Jayes / Managing Director / GT Group

“We were more than happy to provide specialist support to the 
GT Group when a recent Time Critical shipment stalled in Transit 
and have since enjoyed working with them on other Critical 
movements. ThinkPrime are always available to offer guidance on 
any Global Supply chain issues and want to be there to support all 
our customers and fellow NEAA members when needed.”
Paul Knight / Head of Sales / ThinkPrime
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SME PROGRAMME

SME’s wanting to revisit essential 
business practices as well 
as develop business in the 
automotive sector can tap into 
support from the Supply Chain 
North East Back to Business 
Basics Programme, which 
has been hailed a success by 
previous attendees.

Following delivery of the first Marketing for 
Automotive cohort, as well as the Business 
Resilience and Wellbeing programmes, the 
feedback from Supply Chain North East 
Back to Business Basics has been extremely 
positive. Delegates were offered a mix of 
interactive sessions alongside one-to-one 
consultancy, which offered much needed 
advice and guidance on the subject areas.

The Back to Business Basics Marketing for 
Automotive Programme, delivered by 
Northumberland-based B2B marketing 
specialist Horizon Works, helps companies 
to understand the fundamental tools and 
techniques for successfully promoting, 
selling and distributing a product or 
service in the automotive sector. 

A second cohort will run in June following 
the success of the first programme, which 

BACK TO BUSINESS BASICS PROGRAMME 
RECEIVES EXCELLENT FEEDBACK

took place in the spring and supported 
eight SMEs working across 3D printing, 
electric vehicles, IT support and logistics. 

Programme participant Marco Massi, owner 
of 3D printing specialist MakeitQuick, said: 
“The business support provided by the 
NEAA is second to none. Thanks to the 
collaboration with Horizon Works we have 
been able to expand our client database 
and increase our revenue in just a few weeks.

“In a time of turmoil, fractures and 
uncertainty, it is refreshing to be part of a 
network that puts the needs of the small 
business community before the profit line.”

Delegates were be able access training on 
marketing strategy – which includes guidance 
on marketing research, planning and 
choosing the right marketing channels – and 
learn about ‘marketing essentials’, such as 
brand building, PR and digital content, to help 
them raise their profiles and generate leads.

As well as having the opportunity to 
expand their knowledge through a webinar 
series, SMEs also benefitted from bespoke 
marketing support from Horizon Works.

Sarah Wharrier, regional sales director of 
business and office technology provider 
CMYK – who participated in the first 

programme – said: “Working with Horizon 
Works on the Back to Business Basics 
programme has been instrumental for CMYK 
in helping us to shape our marketing strategy. 

“The whole Back to Business Basics project 
delivery has been fantastic from start 
to finish and CMYK wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend this programme, alongside 
Horizon Works, to other businesses needing 
help with their marketing strategies.”

Meanwhile, feedback from the Business 
Resilience Programme, delivered by Peak 
Performance Partnership (3P), who are 
a business performance consultancy, 
has also been positive. Stephen Preston, 
managing director at SP Data Services 
- who participated in the 3-part session – 
said: “I found the sessions very interesting 
and useful. A great deal of ground 
was covered and raised some thought 
provoking issues. It gave me many things to 
work on, for my business, myself and to help 
my clients implement process change.
 
“Trevor from 3P was excellent and delivered 
an engaging series of presentations.”

If you are interested in learning more, 
please speak to an NEAA advisor or visit  
www.supplychainnortheast.co.uk
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TRADE & INVESTMENT

The NEAA has signalled its continued 
commitment to driving collaboration within 
the region’s automotive sector, with the 
unveiling of its Trade Group strategy for 2021.

Established in 2019, as a result of the NEAA advisory board’s five-
year strategy review, the Trade Group supports member needs 
in relation to trade activity through networking, collaboration 
and shared best practice.

Its 2021 strategy has been formulated using updated 
intelligence received from a member survey that revealed 100% 
of respondents benefitted from group initiatives and 94% gained 
value from networking with likeminded individuals.

The updated strategy includes the sharing best practice, 
support with the latest industry challenges in relation to trade 
and identifying, facilitating, and understanding funding 
opportunities for overseas trade missions. With only 58% of 
members having a strategy for international expansion, the 
group also plans to support companies with developing a new 
trade strategy.  

Within the 2021 plans, the group will look to showcase the 
positive impact it has provided members to date, with a view to 
attracting new companies who can add further value.

A notable example of success is the member collaboration 
between GT Group and global logistics specialist, ThinkPrime. 
The latter came to the aid of GT Group, helping to expedite 
the release of urgently needed goods held up at Heathrow by 
HM customs. As a result of its knowledge and experience of HM 
Customs’ operating procedures, ThinkPrime helped to quickly 
unlock the delay and ensure the goods reached GT Group. 

NEAA TRADE GROUP 2021 STRATEGY 
IS UNVEILED

Read more on this collaboration on page 7.

Chris Black, director of automotive business development at 
TR Fastenings and chair of the Trade Group, said: “The group 
brings together member companies to help one another when 
it comes to trade and export. TR Fastenings has proudly been 
part of the group since its formation in 2019. We have shared 
experience, knowledge, and best practice with members to 
assist them with growth and international expansion plans. TR 
Fastenings has, itself, greatly benefited from collaborating with 
fellow NEAA members on a number of trade related subjects. 

“We are now in a position where we can showcase the benefits 
of being part of the group and 2021 is really about highlighting 
these, as well as getting companies ready to maximise future 
trade missions and face-to-face events.”

Rohan Kohli, project manager at the NEAA, said: “The Trade 
Group has gone from strength-to-strength in terms of member 
participation, and we are now starting to see the real impact 
from our activity. 

“Continuing to strengthen engagement and momentum going 
forward, is a key priority. We have been very proactive in 
supporting members over the past year with regards to current 
challenges and the changing landscape. The strategy for 2021 
is to document and showcase the significant impact the group 
has made, continue to share experiences and support members 
in growing their export business in key regions. 

“We encourage organisations who are exporting, or those with 
export intentions, to get in touch to discuss the benefits the 
group can offer. If there is one thing the past year has shown us, 
it’s that we can achieve more by working together.”

JUNE 2021
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE

During the height of Covid, 
which has been an 
exceptional and unknown 
situation, the Business 
Resilience Group has offered 
extra business support for 
NEAA members. 

This support has been demonstrated 
through the Emergency Response Group 
and the Brexit Group which have both 
attracted significant engagement. In 
addition to this, other direct and indirect 
activity has taken place as a result of the 
well-established collaboration links.

There has been a natural Business Resilience 
theme running throughout most, if not all, 
of the NEAA webinars over the past year, 
which have continued to address specific 
issues highlighted by the membership. These 
webinars have now become essential 
thought-leadership that can referenced 
and even improved upon in the future.

Looking forward, the Business Resilience 
Group will continue with the essential focus 
groups that add value throughout this 
uncertain period, namely Energy, Safety, 
and Injection Moulding.

Energy
The Energy Focus Group is now 
concentrating on understanding the 
market conditions that are influencing 
member bills. Northern Power Grid have 
recently given an overview of the Targeted 

BUSINESS RESILIENCE IS CLOSING OFF 
AND LOOKING FORWARD

Charging Review and its implications, 
together with members understanding the 
bigger picture on energy competitiveness 
when comparing countries. This intelligence 
is feeding into lobbying activity to highlight 
awareness and drive possible mechanisms 
of support (i.e. attempting to influence the 
agenda for Energy Intensive Industries).

Sharing best practice within the group in 
relation to the usage of energy is still very 
much a focus, including understanding 
the use of digitalisation for real-time 
energy decision making.

Safety
Safety has been covered as a natural 
consequence of the pandemic and safety 
is now viewed as ‘business as usual’. Over 
the last 12 months it has naturally replaced 
the formalised Safety Group. The NEAA are 
now able to re-engage this focus group 
with a meeting taking place in June to 
assess the current situation and highlight 
collaborative activity.

Injection Moulding
Formal Injection Moulding Focus Group 
meetings have been replaced using the 
WhatsApp communication tool, which 
works well in supporting agile interaction, 
and informal meetings. It is reconginsed 
that there has been a massive impact to 
companies due to the shortages of nylon 
material and supply chain issues. As the 
informal communication channel is working 
well under current conditions, the group will 
continue using this method in the short-term.

HR Forum
In April the NEAA re-launched the HR Forum 
following member demand. The purpose 
of this group is for HR Managers from Tier 
1 suppliers to share best practice, offer 
experiential support, network, and invite 
guest speakers to provide their professional 
advice and services. 

The group is currently working to address 
several areas over the coming months 
including flexible working practices, 
diversity, communication with shop floor, 
well-being, absence management and 
ageing workforce.

SME Support
Much of the Business Resilience activity 
and knowledge is now migrating into the 
wider supply chain and is being conducted 
formally with SMEs, both members and 
non-members, via the GROWTHmapper® 
diagnostic. GROWTHmapper® is a 
bespoke business analysis tool specifically 
designed to provide companies with 
practical steps to navigate a pathway to 
recovery from the impacts of Covid. 

In addition, the knowledge from 
within the Business Resilience member 
companies has also been fed into the 
development of the Supply Chain North 
East Back to Business Basics Programme, 
which has delivered courses on Business 
Resilience and Wellbeing to SMEs in the 
North East LEP area. This supports the 
NEAA’s objective of supporting the wider 
automotive supply chain.
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INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY

Funded by Innovate UK, 
this project brings together 
the established networks of 
the North East Automotive 
Alliance, the Rail Forum 
Midlands (RFM) and the 
West of England Aerospace 
Forum (WEAF), to drive 
business and collaboration 
opportunities in Advanced 
Manufacturing, Digitalisation 
and Electrification across the 
Aerospace, Automotive and 
Rail sectors.

The project will create a digital business 
networking platform, developed by 
Valuechain, to facilitate cross-sector 
collaboration and enhance intercompany
communication to minimise risks of supply 
chain impact from the pandemic.

Paul Butler Chief Executive of the North 
East Automotive Alliance, said: “We 
recognise that there are increasing cross 
sector opportunities for NEAA members, 
particularly in the areas of focus for this 
pilot project.

“This platform will provide an additional 
route to market for NEAA members and 

ACCESS PROJECT DRIVES CROSS-
SECTOR COLLABORATION

help them access new opportunities in the 
rail and aerospace sectors.”

Valuechain enables manufacturing 
companies to compete as world-class 
supply chains, providing smart 
manufacturing software that helps 
organisations to improve productivity, 
streamline collaborations and generate 
intelligence.

The project builds on Valuechain’s 
iQluster platform, which was used by the 
Made Smarter’s North West Pilot to map 
companies and their capabilities in the 
region. 

iQluster will be deployed to:
• Automate B2B matchmaking using 
 Artificial Intelligence (AI) to suggest new 
 customers, suppliers or innovation 
 partners based on interests and 
 company profiles.
• Provide a many-to-many tendering 
 platform to optimise sourcing and 
 supplier selection decisions.
• Illuminate multi-tier supply-chain risk, 
 with mitigation scenario planning and 
 action management dashboards.
• Integrate Fitfactory productivity 
 appstore providing access to free 
 smart manufacturing apps to 
 incentivise and accelerate adoption.

The ACCESS project is funded by Innovate 
UK, who as part of UK Research and 
Innovation, is investing up to £191 million 
to fund single and collaborative research 
and development projects as part of the 
Sustainable Innovation Fund over the next 
two years. The aim of these competitions is 
to help all sectors of the UK rebuild after the 
effects of Covid.

Innovate UK Executive Chair Dr Ian 
Campbell said: “In these difficult times 
we have seen the best of British business 
innovation. The pandemic is not just a health 
emergency but one that impacts society 
and the economy.

“The ACCESS Project, along with every 
initiative Innovate UK has supported through 
this fund, is an important step forward in 
driving sustainable economic development.”

Progressing with the project, the NEAA 
have delivered two industry engagement 
workshops, which invited eight pilot 
member companies to learn about the 
project, understand member requirements 
and what to expect next.

It is envisaged that once the pilot has been 
completed the NEAA will roll out the system, 
initially to the three focus areas, before 
involving the wider membership later this year.
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INTERVIEW OF THE QUARTER

TR FASTENINGS GLOBAL AUTOMOTIVE 
SALES DIRECTOR AND TRADE GROUP 
CHAIR TALKS ABOUT FUTURE GROUP PLANS
Established in 2019, the NEAA Trade Group 
supports member needs in relation to trade 
activity through networking, collaboration, 
and shared best practice, and now has 
over 25 active member companies.

In a further show of strength, Chris Black, 
Global Sales Director of Automotive 
Business Development at TR Fastenings has 
supported the group since its inception as 
the industrial Chair. 

We talk to Chris about TR Fastenings’ global 
reach, the Trade Group’s commitment to 
driving collaboration within the region and the 
unveiling of the group’s strategy for 2021... 

Can you tell us more about TR Fastenings?
TR Fastenings has been around for 47 years and started life in 
Uckfield when Mike Roberts and Mike Timms started the business. 
The company was set up to supply UK industries (all sectors) 
with fastener requirements. TR Fastenings are now a global 
specialist involved in the design, engineering manufacturing and 
distribution of industrial fasteners, cold forged parts, and category 
C products. We are a Full Service Provider (FSP) working with our 
customers to provide lean supply chains and are recognised 
throughout the industry for world-class quality products and service. 

As the business grew there was a demand to supply customers 
within all manufacturing sectors we provide in the UK, Europe, 
Asia, and North America. TR Fastenings’ growth, which now sits at 
£200m turnover, has come through acquisition in Asia and Europe 
and organic growth on a global basis, which has resulted in the 
company now supplying over 8 Billion parts to our 5,000 customers 
on three continents. 

The TRIFAST Group have seven manufacturing plants; five in Asia 
and a further two in Europe, which produce male threaded 
fastenings and cold forge parts. These manufacturing plants 
support and supply our 32 global distribution centres located 
on three continents, stocking components for our customers 
manufacturing plants and enabling lean supply.

TR Fastenings also have 3 global technical and innovation centres 
located in the UK, Sweden, and North America. TR engineers are 
working closely with our customers to offer innovative solutions. 
As demand increases for sustainable solutions and ideas for lower 
carbon emissions within the growing Electric Vehicle sector, TR 
engineers are assisting our customers producing batteries, battery 
cases and charging units.

How big of a market is the automotive sector for TR Fastenings?
Automotive currently represents 34% of the TR Fastenings global 
turnover. This is a significant increase from 10 years ago when 
we were predominantly supplying the electronics and telecoms 
market. TR Fastenings automotive sector business has grown 
quickly, and we now supply our Tier 1 and Tier 2 customers on a 
global basis with an increased global demand for components.
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The OEM manufacturers produce their vehicle models on global 
platforms on three continents, resulting in leveraged volume for 
TR Fastenings who supply the Tier 1 supply chain to these global 
OEM plants. More recently, we have become heavily involved in 
supplying the electric vehicle market through the production of 
vehicles battery technology and components now required for the 
emerging market.

What led you to take on the role as Chair of the NEAA Trade Group?
TR Fastenings has been a valued and active member of the NEAA 
since inception, prior to the launch of any trade initiatives. I believe 
having a strong presence within the network helped furnish my role 
as the Chair of the NEAA Trade Group. As Chair of the group, I have 
been able to share my first-hand experience, knowledge and best 
practice relating to trade and export, thus supporting other NEAA 
members. I thoroughly enjoy working alongside Rohan Kohli, who is 
the Trade Group lead for the NEAA. He demonstrates a lot of drive 
and commitment to supporting the interests of this working group.

Tell us more about the NEAA Trade Group’s objectives?
One of the main objectives of the NEAA Trade Group is to 
better understand and support the trade activity of our member 
companies. Ultimately, we want companies to grow their export 
business in key regions and share their knowledge amongst the 
group. We are looking to continue to strengthen this engagement 
and momentum going forward. We have been very proactive in 
supporting members over the past year with regards to current 
challenges and the changing landscape. I feel we are both 
proactive and reactive when the environment demands this. 

What tangible benefits has TR Fastenings seen from actively 
participating in the NEAA Trade Group?
TR Fastenings have had many benefits from our trade group 
involvement. In particular, this has included networking with 
potential customers, resulting in new business. Sharing best 
practice and ideas to resolve business issues has also been of 
significant value. The Virtual Automotive Export Week, organised 
by the NEAA in 2020 when the covid pandemic was at a peak 
and travel restrictions were in place, was an excellent platform to 
engage virtually and meet with potential customers on a global 
scale that would not have otherwise been possible. It also allowed 
us to promote our capability and the products we supply to 
companies and representatives around the world.

The Trade Group has announced a new strategy for 2021 (read 
more about this on page 9). What led to this strategy refresh?
The main reason that drove the strategy refresh was the changing 
business environment over the past year, particularly Brexit and 
Covid. As well as this, the global market has evolved, and we have 
had new investments in the region. We surveyed our Trade Group 
members to understand what their needs are now in relation to 
trade and investment, to establish how the group can support 
these going forward. The strategy is now addressing some of these 
areas, including support with the latest industry challenges in relation 
to trade and identifying, facilitating, and understanding funding 
opportunities for overseas trade missions. With only 58% of members 
having a strategy for international expansion, the group also plans 
to support companies with developing a new trade strategy.

What would you say to encourage other NEAA members to get 
involved in the NEAA Trade Group?
The NEAA Trade Group provides a valuable source of information 
on all aspects of business, which has resulted in trade group 
members obtaining many benefits from their association. If 
you are already exporting or are looking to start this journey, 
then your involvement in the Trade Group is a perfect way of 
further maximising your membership of the NEAA. I recommend 
companies contact us to get involved.

For more information on TR Fastenings visit: www.trfastenings.com
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SKILLS

NEAA SURVEY PROVIDES TRUE STATE 
OF REGIONAL SKILLS LANDSCAPE
Following a recent 
membership Skills Survey, 
which received a positive 
response from OEMs and 
Tier 1 companies, the NEAA 
now has an accurate 
picture of the current skills 
landscape within the North 
East automotive sector.

Survey findings suggest the following 
outcomes can be derived from the 
results:

• Apprenticeships – 84% of respondents 
 have employed apprentices. 
• Apprenticeship Levy – 60% of 
 respondents who take advantage of 
 the apprenticeship levy have a surplus. 
 Subsequently, 100% of those respondents 
 do not have a strategy to use their levy 
 surplus. 
• Graduates – 67% of respondents are 
 currently employing graduates.  
• T-Levels – 40% have participated in 
 supporting T-Level placements, with 
 45% of respondents indicating COVID-19 
 has influenced the ability to support 
 T-Level placements. 

Throughout a challenging year for many 
organisations, including new guidance 
and documentation being released 
from the Department for Education, Ian 
Green, Senior Controller/Section Manager, 
Nissan, and Chair of the NEAA Skills Group 
provides his thoughts on the current skills 
environment:

“The skills landscape is a complex and rapidly 
changing environment. New Government 
policies are creating churn and changes 
which business have not asked for but must 
be able to navigate to ensure the best 
outcomes for their company and their staff. 
Recent policy announcements and skills 
white papers are showing the scale of 
change but also focus from Government. 

“Every business is facing huge challenges of 
retention, attraction, and development of 
talent. In addition to this, within our region we 
face an ageing workforce, many of whom 
joined the sector following the arrival and 
subsequent launch of Nissan in 1986. The plant 
will reach the milestone of 35 years of actual 
operation this year, subsequently causing a 
bow wave of retirements to deal with and the 
loss of experienced skilled workers. 

“One of the key applications within the 
region, which is little- known, was the 
launch of the Institutes of Technology 
(IOT), which is the Governments’ flagship 
approach to changing the technical 
education landscape. The North East 
IOT is one of 12 within the country and is 
a unique collaboration of local colleges 
(New College Durham, East Durham 
College, Sunderland College, NA College 
Trust, Tyne Coast, Middlesbrough College 
and Newcastle University) working in 
collaboration with industry. Nissan and Esh 
Construction are anchor partners within 
the North East IOT focusing on Advanced 
Manufacturing and the Built Environment. 

“The IOT will be at the forefront of delivery of 
the Governments new T Level qualification. 

Industry feedback suggests a primary 
concern is for a student to complete a 
minimum of 45 days’ work experience to 
achieve the qualification. The engineering 
T Level launches in 2023 and there are 
ongoing activities collaborating with industry 
and working with City and Guilds and EAL 
who are developing the content of the 
qualification. Nissan is one of the many 
business feeding into this content. With our 
survey showing only 40% of respondents 
have participated in T Levels, we need to 
ensure these are developed correctly. 

“The survey we conducted highlights issues 
with the apprenticeship levy and most 
businesses having levy surplus, which if not 
used begins to “sunset” and the money 
disappears into central Government. We 
regularly lobby with Government that we 
need to change the way we can utilise the 
levy on our apprentices and we are aware 
of activity taking place with industry bodies 
to ensure more flexibility in levy use. 

“When looking at the graduate recruitment 
survey results, and although it is still seen as 
an important way into industry, the number 
of placements is significantly falling. We 
need to work with industry to look at how 
this can be improved going forward.

“The skills landscape is rapidly changing 
and has many challenges, but the future 
is still in our hands and working together 
and with Government we can hopefully 
navigate a successful path through this. 

If you would like to discuss your skills needs in 
more detail, please contact the NEAA Team.
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The NEAA has joined Nissan 
and Unipres as Signatories 
of the Tomorrow’s Engineers 
Code. Launched in October 
2020, the Code is a commitment
to work toward common 
goals to increase the diversity 
and number of young people 
entering engineering careers.

Co-created by and for the engineering 
community, the Code has been shaped by 
more than 100 organisations and individuals 
into a framework designed to improve the 
quality of engineering-inspiration activities. 

Ian Green Senior Controller/Section 
Manager at Nissan commented: “Nissan 
was approached about getting involved 
at the early stages of the development 
of the Code and was heavily involved in 
giving feedback and making suggestions 
as to how it could be improved and what 
the key focus areas should be. We are 
passionate about engaging young people 
and raising the profile of the Advanced 
Manufacturing and Engineering sectors. If 
we can influence the next generation of 
engineers and production staff and get 
more of the supply base involved in these 
activities, it will only help strengthen the 
talent pool and future prosperity of these 
companies.”

Free to access, the Code is open to 
all organisations, big and small, and 
includes but is not limited to companies, 
engineering institutions, professional bodies, 
third sector and STEM enhancement 
and enrichment organisations as well as 
government, universities and colleges. 
Organisations can become part of 
the Code Community as Signatories or 
Supporters.

Signatories are organisations with UK 
operations that fund, design and/or deliver 
engineering-inspiration activities and want 
to work together with others to inspire a 
diverse engineering workforce. Signatories 
make four pledges about their approach to 
funding, designing, delivering, and learning 
from engineering-inspiration activities:

WORKING TOGETHER TO INSPIRE A 
DIVERSE ENGINEERING WORKFORCE

Inspiring Connection to ensure programmes 
contribute to a sustained and rich STEM 
journey for all young people, with the 
ambition that all young people experience 
a variety of connected engineering 
experiences.

Driving Inclusion to ensure all young 
people have opportunities to engage in 
engineering-inspiration activities, so that 
no one is left behind, with the ambition 
for all young people to participate in 
impactful engineering-inspiration activities 
regardless of characteristics, socio-economic 
background, prior attainment or location

Showcasing Engineering by promoting a 
positive, compelling, and authentic view of 
engineering, and showcasing the breadth of 
opportunities, with the ambition to highlight 
a variety of pathways into engineering, the 
breadth of opportunities and the real-world 
impact a career in engineering can have.

Improving Impact by improving the 
monitoring and evaluation of programmes 
and activities to develop a shared 
understanding of what works, with the 
ambition to drive continuous improvement 
and increase investment in activities with 
proven, evidence-based impact.

Supporters are organisations who are unable 
to sign the Code but believe in its ambition. 
As supporters, organisations don’t sign up to 
the pledges, but commit to play an active 

part in the Code Community.

Collaboration is at the heart of the Code. 
Collective impact of work across the sector 
needs to grow to help young people 
understand what engineering is, how to get 
into it, and be motivated and able to access 
educational and training opportunities on 
the way.

Rob Dodds, Apprentice Manager at Unipres 
(UK) Limited commented: “Unipres has a 
longstanding relationship with EngineeringUK 
so when their Business Partnership Manager 
Moira Shaftoe approached us with the 
concept of The Code we jumped at the 
chance to be a part of it.  We saw this as 
a perfect opportunity to collaborate with 
other organisations to shape the way young 
people are given the chance to engage in 
engineering inspiration activities.  I recently 
attended a Code Collaboration workshop 
where all the attendees were able to 
input into how code community can work 
together and shape future developments.”

If you’re inspired by The Code’s mission to 
build a more diverse engineering workforce, 
and you’d like to find out more about 
how your organisation can be part of the 
Code Community, please contact Moira 
Shaftoe, EngineeringUK’s Business Partnership 
Manager (NE Region) on:

Mshaftoe@engineeringuk.com 
M: 07923 215 779
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HART SUPPLIES OVER 60 DOORS TO 
FELLOW MEMBER OVER 30 YEAR PERIOD

Komatsu, one of the world leading 
manufacturers of construction, mining and 
utility equipment, invests in industrial door 
solutions from Hart Door Systems.

Background
The Komatsu UK plant in Birtley, Co Durham officially opened 
in 1987. Safety and reliability are paramount in this 200,000 sqm 
facility, which has produced over 60,000 units.

Although only a small part of the building, industrial doors 
cause the biggest problems if they are not designed with the 
environment and usage in mind.

Approach and Solution
Komatsu and Hart Door Systems began their relationship in 
the 80’s with the installation of one of Harts earliest prototype 
Speedors. Due to the success of the door, four Speedors and four 
roller shutters were installed in 1992.

As a British manufacturer, Hart provides Komatsu with a first-class 
service, offering support and parts when required and due to the 
reliability of the doors, maintaining the safe, efficient running of 
the facility.

Each Hart door is made to measure and each safety device and 
activator is fitted to suit specific areas, giving Komatsu a safe and 
secure working environment for its employees.

Outcome and Advantage
Large facilities like Komatsu UK bring with it many challenges 
such as the need to ensure a safe and efficient flow of large 

vehicles associated with production. Hart delivers doors that 
are engineered for endurance while taking into account the 
environment and daily usage.

Over the years, Hart has installed over 60 doors to the facility 
across a range of door types including Speedor Cleanrooms, 
Speedor Storms and electric roller shutters. Only recently 
Hart has replaced some of the original doors installed in 1992 
giving Komatsu almost 30 years of usage from the doors.

Testimonials 
“Komatsu has used Hart Doors for many years as we find them 
reliable in service.”
Mark Stephenson / Production Engineering Manager / Komatsu UK

“Komatsu’s operation in the North East is a huge success, 
manufacturing excavators, dump trucks, dozers and loaders for a 
global market. This is a fast-moving, highly efficient, business and 
we play our part by delivering doors that are reliable and long 
lasting.”
Doug Hart / Chairman / Hart Door Systems
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We take time to understand the customers’ requirements before 
suggesting solutions which are “best fit” using our knowledge 
across many sectors. Our skilled team of engineers have access to 
CNC manufacturing equipment and the latest CAD technologies.
Turnmill can assist with both large and small projects, from multi-
national blue-chip companies to single entrepreneurs with a great 
idea.

For further information, please contact:
Email: Turnmillengineering@gmail.com

www.turnmillengineering.co.uk

Your engineering and production problems solved

Turnmill Engineering Limited is based in the heart of Europe’s largest 
automotive belt, in Turbine Way, Sunderland. Our core objective it 
to support manufacturing companies with a full range of problem-
solving solutions across all industrial sectors.

We are a highly experienced engineering company with a flexible 
and agile team. We have a strong track record in providing 
solutions to companies of all sizes and manufacturing volumes, 
including Tier 1 automotive passenger and off-highway.

Using our network of partners, we can provide a complete one-
stop service for all manufacturing problems, which offers our 
customers greater assurance and peace of mind.

Our services range from:
• Concept design to final production.
• Working to support engineers on existing problems and process 
       improvements.
• Machine adaptations and repairs. 
• Re-engineer and reverse engineering.
• Component design and manufacture.
•  Fixture and work holding design and manufacture.
• Cost down and waste reduction improvements.
At Turnmill we aim to build trusting relationships with our customers. 

Manufacturing Growth for Ricor North East

International Automotive component manufacturers Ricor Global 
acquired the assets of Arlington Automotive North East division in 
October 2020. Located in Newton Aycliffe and renamed Ricor 
North East (RNE), the facility is the latest acquisition for the rapidly 
growing Ricor organisation.   

RNE, led by Dianne Devonport - Plant Director is very optimistic 
regarding the opportunity further develop the business. Backed by 
the Ricor Group, Dianne is looking to grow further with established 
automotive oem and Tier 1 customers, in addition to developing 
new relationships in the North East and beyond. 

With a wide range of stamping assets, tubular product and welded 
assembly capability, plus in-house Electrophoretic Deposition (ED) 
painting, RNE is able to provide products for use throughout a 
vehicle structure. RNE is continually developing its capabilities and 
services to meet industry needs. Recent developments include 
entry into the latest vehicle technologies such as Plug in Hybrid and 
full electric applications. 

RNE sees that being part of the North East Automotive Alliance 
Limited is key to maintaining and developing close relations with 
both customers and suppliers in the Automotive Sector in the region.

Parent company Ricor Global has five sites in the UK. Internationally 
it has established operations in Poland and Slovakia plus an office 
in China. Ricor’s customer base is a diverse range of OEM’s and 
major Tier 1 suppliers.

The Group has developed rapidly through organic growth and 
acquisition. The Polish facility, near Poznan, was established in 
2017 and Nitra, Slovakia in 2018. As well as the recent purchase of 
Arlington Automotive stamping division, Ricor Group also acquired 
Walpres in 2019. This was a strategic development for the business, 
providing scale and direct relationships with established customers 
of Walpres, such as, Land Rover, Jaguar and Ford.

Ricor Group as an organisation is well backed financially and has 
ambitious plans for ongoing domestic and international growth. 
Opportunities to develop the UK and European footprint and 
establish a North American base are also being actively pursued.

www.ricor.co.uk 

Ricor North East

Turnmill Engineering Limited

MEMBER INTRODUCTIONS
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Surface treatment for high quality and stabile bonds
 
Plasmatreat modifies substrate surfaces to create high effective 
and stabile bonds. The company is an international leader in the 
development and manufacture of atmospheric plasma systems 
for pretreating various surfaces. 

The own developed and patented Openair-Plasma technology 
is used in automated and continuous manufacturing processes in 
almost every industrial sector. Examples include the automotive, 
electronics, transportation, packaging, consumer goods and 
textile industry, but the technology, cost and environmental 
advantages of the plasma technology are used in medical 
technology and in the renewable energy sector as well. 
Especially, for the automotive sector the technology can be used 
for various bonding challenges or to protect components against 
external influences (interior, exterior or electronics and batteries). 
This high-tech process is more environmentally friendly than 
other pretreatment methods and companies can reduce VOC 
emissions with surface treatment empowered by Openair-Plasma 
exploited positive effects on their ecological footprint. 

Whether plastic, metal, glass or paper - the industrial use of 
plasma technology modifies the properties of the surface in favor 
of the process requirements. The substrate surfaces are cleaned 
and simultaneously activated or - by means of the special 

PlasmaPlus technology - functionally plasma coated inline in 
seconds. New material compounds often become only possible 
due to this technology, while wet-chemical or mechanical 
pretreatments are completely dispensed with.

With its local subsidiary in the United Kingdom and the worldwide 
sales and service network the Plasmatreat Group is represented 
in more than 30 countries by subsidiaries and sales partners. The 
company has technology centers in Germany, USA, Canada, 
China, and Japan. 

www.plasmatreat.co.uk

Your Local Technology Partner

CMYK, a business office technology company providing Managed 
Print Services, Visitor Management Systems,  Managed IT, Connectivity 
and Telecoms have opened up an office in the North East. 

Founded in 1996, CMYK’s infrastructure now spans across six offices 
serving the whole of the United Kingdom. Their regional offices are 
based in Edinburgh, Warrington, London, Glasgow, Aberdeen and 
now Newcastle. 

Operating from Newcastle Business Park and headed up by 
regional directors Sarah Wharrier and Craig Pratt, CMYK are 
strategically placed to deliver exceptional service across the 
region with their local and national support infrastructure.
Sarah and Craig have over 25 years combined experience in the 
Managed Print sector, having worked together in their previous 
positions before joining CMYK to spearhead the new regional 
office in Newcastle.

CMYK core business offerings include:
• Managed Print & Scanning Services (MPS)
• Printers and Plotters/Large Format Printers 
• InVentry Visitor Management Systems
• Business IT, VoIP, Connectivity, Mobile
• Cloud Solutions and specialist IT services like Mac in the Enterprise

CMYK partner with market leading technology manufacturers 
such as Sharp, Ricoh, Konica Minolta, Apple, Microsoft, HP, Dell, 
PaperCut, Nuance and InVentry Visitor Management Systems.  
As accredited partners to these organisations, CMYK are able 

to supply, install, support and manage these extensive product 
ranges across the North East region and beyond. 

All services are supported by CMYK’s in-house team of 
professionals, who have a wealth of knowledge and experience in 
their field. Operating with an ethical and client centric approach, 
CMYK are determined to set completely new standards of service 
delivery in the business technology sector in our region. They also 
offer a tree planting scheme to all of their clients to help with 
carbon offset, and they make a donation from every sale to 
support young and vulnerable adults with special educational 
needs in our local community. 

For more infiormation, visit:
www.cmyk-digital.co.uk

MEMBER INTRODUCTIONS

Plasmatreat GmbH

CMYK
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the last financial year (2019/20) we contributed to the provision of:
• a fully equipped rapid response vehicle
• a paramedic
• an ambulance care assistant
• a call handler in our operations centre, and
• a dispatch officer in our operations centre.

Given the challenging environment we operate in, we massively 
appreciate the support we receive from our customers. Choosing 
us as your training provider really does make a difference and 
enables us to invest more into patient care within our region.

Find out more on our courses here:
www.firstaidneas.co.uk/courses/

First aid, mental health and other related training 
courses across the north east region.

Our award-winning training team delivers paramedic-led training 
to ensure you have the skills required within your workplace or social 
environment to deal with any incidents. We can help you to make sure 
your skills are up-to-date and that you comply with UK regulations. 
All our trainers come from an operational, “front line” background 
and are highly skilled in delivering pre-hospital emergency care. 
 
Our range of courses
We offer a wide range of courses to help to support you and your 
workplace. This includes first aid at work, emergency first aid, CPR, 
AED familiarisation, mental health first aid, conflict resolution, fire 
safety, trauma training and many more. 

Quality assurance
We provide nationally accredited, paramedic-led training and 
bespoke courses. Many of our courses, including all our First Aid at 
Work courses are Ofqual regulated qualifications, which means 
your colleagues would receive a nationally recognised Level 2 or 
Level 3 Award. 

We reinvest
The money that we raise through training and event cover is 
reinvested back into the NHS via our ambulances and crews. In 

International engineering company specialising in improving 
and automating industrial processes and machines.
 
Our activities include the delivery of Electrical & Instrumentation 
(E&I) Engineering & Design, PLC & SCADA systems, MES and 
Industrial IT (IIT) engineering and design.  We can also complete 
electrical safety design services for electrical power/distribution 
networks, machine and process safety systems.  Our 200+ highly 
skilled employees guarantee expertise and results.

Automatically better
We improve and automate industrial processes and machines 
worldwide. Our passionate engineering team goes beyond 
delivering standard solutions: we work on sustainable solutions 
that are future proof.  As a solutions provider and systems 
integrator, we are active in a wide range of sectors, including: 
Automotive, Food & Beverage, Petrochemical, Oil & Gas, 
Pharma and FMCG. We always look ahead: we’re convinced 
that tomorrow will bring other sectors. We invest in expertise. In 
this way we remain efficient and result-oriented.

A total (customer-oriented) approach
We provide a total approach: we advise, design, develop and 
realise system integrations of industrial processes. Our customers 
are central and we start each project from the perspective of the 
customer’s needs. For each project, we carefully put together a 
team that will bring a project to a successful conclusion with full 
dedication and the right competencies. Our teams are close to 
the customer, know what is needed and have received the best 
training. They are always looking for the most sustainable solution 

for each challenge. Our teams work according to a structured 
project approach. This is not only transparent, efficient and 
budget-friendly, but also guarantees the best results.

Creating added value
For Contec, automation means more than just improving 
processes and machines. In all projects Contec strives for 
substantial added value for the economy, people and society. 
We are firmly convinced that automation creates space for more 
meaningful jobs and more job satisfaction among employees in 
companies. In this way Contec wants to contribute to a better 
industry and society.

We prepare your company for the future. Contact us: 
Mark Buckland I Sales Engineer 
Email: buckland.m@contec.be
Tel: +44 (0) 7762 818 885

www.contec.be 

Contec

North East Ambulance Service
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Passion, wine and pleasure!
 
I am the owner of a great little independent wine company and 
there is more to a bottle of wine than a price point. The French 
scientist Louis Pasteur declared that a bottle of wine contained. 
more philosophy than all the books in the world … I would 
absolutely drink to that!  Wine invites conviviality and what’s 
better than meeting folk and tasting a few wines! 

I have been an independent wine merchant near Carlisle since 
May 1993, following nine years in the wine trade in London. Pippa 
Sedgewick Wines provides a uniquely personalised expert wine 
service to all our customers, providing detailed information and 
recommendations to match the taste of authenticity our clients 
expect and revel in.

Pippa Sedgwick Wines can support you with:
• Celebratory company events
• Staff team rewards
• A different experience for entertaining clients and associates
• Grape Exploration experience outside of work

If you would like to know more about wine, let me take you on a 
journey with Grape Explorations our virtual platform, to taste wines from 
amazing vineyards created by some truly brilliant wine producers. 

One of my greatest joys is to share the story the wine producer 
has created, by recommending their wines for your enjoyment 
and individual tastes.

For more information, please contact:
Pippa Sedgwick I Owner
Email pippa@pswines.co.uk

www.pswines.co.uk

Professional industrial and commercial cleaning 
services

Orca Cleaning Services Limited has established an impressive 
reputation for the provision of tailored professional cleaning 
services to owners and operators of offices, factories, 
warehouses, and large retail location throughout the UK

The Orca team is equipped with the knowledge, skills, and 
resources to deliver a range of cleaning services, each tailored to 
the needs of the customer.

From the cleaning of office interiors through to the removal 
of grime and dirt from both the interior and exterior surfaces 
of manufacturing sites to the high-level cleaning of roofs and 
skylights, Orca sets the standards in terms of efficiency and 
effectiveness.

Orca Cleaning Services can also be tasked to undertake 
cleaning in difficult to access areas, such as gutters, windows, 
with graffiti removal and guano removal as an additional service.

High level and high-pressure cleaning require skill and care, 
safety is paramount for both the cleaning operatives and the 
end user. That’s why Orca pride themselves on being the only 
cleaning provider with over 16 years’ experience in the industrial 
roofing industry.

All projects are fully documented (RAMS) and presented to start 
any project. These are prepared by our Operations Manager 
who is fully qualified and experienced within these areas.

Our bespoke Fogging and Deep Sanitation cleaning has been 
in high demand for the past year, allowing business locations to 
remain open and operational throughout the pandemic.

Whatever the cleaning challenge, Orca is the choice for quality 
and professionalism.

For details regarding our services please visit:

www.orcacleaningservices.co.uk

MEMBER INTRODUCTIONS

Pippa Sedgwick Wines
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improve reliability and safety, reduce cost and reduce product 
weight through our pro-active development process. 

Our existing customers remain loyal as they understand the 
benefits of total cost of ownership and the improvements our 
solutions can bring to the wider business. Our commitment is that 
the initial contact is the start of a relationship where our duty at 
K Hartwall is to continuously look to improve the user experience 
through product and process improvements.

For further information, please contact:
Paul Straw I Sales Manager UK & Ireland
Email: paul.straw@k-hartwall.com
Tel: +44 (0) 114 257 3631

www.k-hartwall.com

A family business founded over 80 years ago.

Today K Hartwall design and manufacture innovative logistics 
products for many sectors, providing solutions that improve our 
customer’s logistics efficiency.

For the automotive industry, lean manufacturing means making 
sure that the right component quantities get to the right place 
at the right time. Whether you are an OEM or a sub-supplier, 
changing from pallets to wheels is the most important decision 
when deploying lean logistics.

Ensuring more efficient, forklift-free internal logistics can cut the 
costs of inventory, handling and in-house transportation. Increased 
efficiency also means space optimization, shorter turnaround times 
and better health & safety for staff. Smooth in-house logistics will 
fully support Lean production principles.

K Hartwall offer a range of innovative logistics equipment for 
internal and external movement of goods, such as our Adapter 
pallet and Dolly solution, the world class Liftliner® Tugger train, 
AGV’s and general purpose equipment.

At K. Hartwall we work closely with our customers and are able 
to produce measurable benefits through improved logistics 
flow. Thanks to our efficient delivery capability K. Hartwall has 
become the preferred partner to many companies in Automotive, 
Manufacturing and Logistics. 

As with all our customers selling new and efficient solutions is only 
the start of our relationship. K Hartwall look to build a partnership by 
providing ongoing product development and analysis tools that 

K Hartwall

For over 125 years, both in the UK & Internationally, 
Dräger has proven to be a trusted partner in safety.  

In addition, other key sectors for us include Fire & Rescue, Oil 
& Gas and Chemical.  We also serve in areas such as Hospital, 
Power Generation, Construction and many more.  

Our innovative products & services have established us as 
a leading safety and medical solutions provider, ultimately 
protecting and saving the lives of our customers, when they find 
themselves in potentially hazardous situations.

At Dräger, innovation and quality is at the heart of everything 
we do and we take our responsibility seriously - right from 
the customer requirements process, through to our Research 
& Development and rigorous testing phases. Our SixSigma 
approach to manufacturing ensures that our product quality is 
of the highest standard. 

With a wide range of products and solutions that protect both 
personnel and plant & operations, our portfolio includes Gas Detection 
devices (both portable & fixed), Air Sampling Tubes, Personal 
Protection & Breathing equipment, Emergency Escape Devices 
and leading Drug & Alcohol detection and screening solutions. 

All of this is supported and underpinned with extensive Service, 
Maintenance, Training & Rental options – providing our wide 
customer base with a truly holistic set of safety solutions.

For more information, contact:
Email: marketing.uk@draeger.com
Tel: +44 (0) 1670 352 891

www.draeger.com

Dräger Safety UK
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Your Local Technology Partner

REVAMP Training Limited is a leading alternative fuelled vehicle 
training provider, dedicated to supporting the automotive and 
manufacturing industry prepare for the electrification revolution.  We 
deliver a suite of accredited training courses alongside bespoke non-
accredited CPD courses.

Commercial training courses are delivered primarily, but not 
exclusively to the Automotive Industry and its extensive supply chain, 
covering the design, build, after market (sales, service and repair) and 
first, second, third and fourth emergency responders within fire, police, 
collision investigators and breakdown recovery services. 

REVAMP is accelerating the development and delivery of bespoke 
training courses to support the future skills agenda and can help 
with all your training needs in Health and Safety for Manufacturing, 
Supply Chain and Logistics for Batteries, STEM (Outreach) Learning 
and Education, (FCEV), Techsafe Standard, EV Infrastructure and 
Hydrogen Awareness.

REVAMPs courses are designed for a range of personnel including 
sales (as awareness), repair and maintenance and detailed 
diagnostics. Gaining the necessary EV/Hybrid knowledge will enable 
engineers, manufacturers, technicians and professionals to extend 
their skill set and allow employers to extend their product offering. 
This will ensure that, as technology develops, high standards and 
technical competencies are maintained.

(IMI) is the retail motor industry’s first choice for automotive 
qualifications and accreditations and REVAMP offers educational 
progression in terms of the complexity of skills and knowledge content, 
Level 1 –to Level 4 training. 

Level 1 – Awareness qualifications / CPD.
Level 2 – Knowledge and Skills for technicians. 
Level 3 – Advanced knowledge and Skills for technicians.
Level 4 – Engineer level qualifications / CPD.  

In addition, REVAMP works in conjunction with other technology 
partners to deliver fully funded accredited training as ‘bootcamps’ 
in which relevant businesses can gain the necessary skills and 
knowledge in electric vehicles/hybrids within the automotive sector. 

www.revamptraining.co.uk

Empowers communication by utilizing the latest 
Augmented reality & Artificial intelligence 
technology.
 
Antikytera e-Technologies are the most valuable start-up in Ireland, and 
we specialise in improving communication. We have been trading 
for three years and have spent most of that time in R&D to ensure 
we develop the most effective communication solution globally.
 
Every project we are involved in we begin by asking questions, 
finding the root cause of the problem, and developing not 
just a solution, but the best solution. We made Ermes around 
technology people already have, to make the transition to this 
new technology easier. All you need is a mobile phone/tablet or 
desktop to download and get started. In the Automotive sector 
our solution applies best to the Training & Aftersales departments. 
You can set up meetings and connect with your suppliers and 
customers from anywhere and use the latest in Augmented Reality 
features to interact with their environment and solve any issue. 

Issues 
• In person meetings is complicated due to the current global 
       pandemic situation 
• Processes and products are becoming highly complex
• The difficulty of transferring specific knowledge from veteran 
       employees to newer ones 
• Maintaining relationships with long standing customers 
• Being unable to offer the same level of service as pre covid 

Solutions for Training
• Recording and sharing videos from anywhere with Augmented 
       Reality features 
• Create quick and cost-effective training videos instantly
• You can manage your resources easier and more efficiently
• Guaranteeing instant training with 10, 100, 1000 people 

Solutions for Aftersales
• Software can connect you with clients, partners, or suppliers
• Explain complex processes to inexperienced colleagues by 
       interacting with their environment
• Explain technical points to customers using universal symbols 
       and helpful AR features to easily convey any message
• Deliver unrivalled levels of service
 
To find out what Ermes can do for your business, contact us on:
Tel: +353 830829276.
Email: Mkt@antikytera.com

www.Antikytera.com

REVAMP Training

Antikytera e-Technologies
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We pride ourselves on our industry knowledge, experience, 
resources and facilities in order to produce the right packaging 
solution for our customers. We have been working with fellow 
NEAA member Nissan Motoring Manufacturing Ltd (NMUK) since 
2011. A multi-vehicle and engine manufacturer, we supply NMUK 
a range of packaging solutions, sourcing new materials and 
providing technical advice on the preservation of materials when 
needed. This has led to cost savings and improved efficiencies. 

To discuss your packaging requirements please contact: 
Barbara O’Hare I Director
Tel: 01388 420 555
Email: barbara@taylor-packaging.co.uk

www.taylor-packaging.co.uk

Leading provider of intelligent, responsive, and 
innovative bespoke packaging solutions to the UK’s 
automotive supply chain and car manufacturers.  

With over 40 years’ expertise, we provide integrated and 
responsive services and packaging solutions to meet customers’ 
requirements, from JIT to lean production systems and 
interdepartmental transit challenges. 

Our packaging solutions for the automotive industry are suitable 
for all types of components, helping to protect products against 
corrosion and damage during storage and transportation. This 
includes:

• Corrugated cardboard boxes – these can either be custom 
       designed to meet your specifications or you can select 
       from our wide range of sizes.

• Cushioning products - from our innovative Sealed Air® 
       range, to bespoke suspension and retention cushioning 
       solutions, we can provide the protection option you require.

• Desiccants - whatever your desiccant requirements, we 
       have silica gel, clay-based desiccants, and specialist solutions 
       for shipping containers.

• FleeceGuard® - a protective cover which prevents damage 
       to scratch-sensitive surfaces. It is suitable for painted surfaces, 
       matte and glossy plastic surfaces, trim, stainless steel and 
       aluminium surfaces.

Taylor Packaging

JUNE 2021

Independent company working for high precision 
capable toolmakers to deliver cost effective quality 
tooling, on time, within budget and fully supported 
within the UK and Europe.

TechPlast is a highly experienced, trusted professional company 
with over 30 years of demonstrated success within the Plastics 
Industry. 

We offer direct Far East Sourced Injection Mould Tooling with 
European Manufacturing, ISO 9001 and IATF 16949 Quality 
Assurance, Industry 4.0, project management and manufacturing 
capability. TechPlast’s tool solutions and supply chain are 
underpinned with UK and European tooling partnerships for 
modifications, repairs and any associated warranty issues. 

By adopting streamlined communication, TechPlast can improve 
customer response timelines which increases overall efficiency and 
service and reduces total manufacturing cost and time to deliver 
Q, C, D.

Main markets
• Automotive both interior, exterior and under the bonnet
• Electrical
• Domestic

• Oil and Gas
• Packaging

Specialist
• 2K, Overmould, Gas and Water assist up to 1.8M 

To find out more, contact:
David Petts I Director 
Email: d.petts@techplast.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 7703350033

www.techplast.co.uk

TechPlast Ltd
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